A quasi-static compression response of regularly cell-structured materials is studied by experimental and analytical procedures. A hexagonal close-packed cell-structure is fabricated by mechanical joining under compressive stress. The nominal stress-strain curve is typical to the cellular solids. It has three stages in deformation: linear elastic, plastic collapsing and densification regions. SEM-Servopulser is also used to describe the sequence of deformation images during uniaxial compressive test. Elasto-plastic model can predict quantitatively the compression behavior of copper cell-structured materials. Besides the relative density, the loading condition plays an important role on the deformation mode change and loading capacity. With increasing the contact radius ratio to cell wall thickness, the symmetric deformation changes itself to asymmetric deformation.
Introduction
Two-dimensional cellular materials were first used as cores for panels and shells on aircraft in the 1940 s to reduce the weight and to increase payload and flight distance. 1) Lightweight cellular structures have been utilized in several applications: e.g., packaging, energy absorbing devices, lightweight structures and so on.
2) These types of cellular materials are characterized by high strength-to-weight ratios and/or large compressive loading capacity. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Recently, a cellular solid becomes more attractive for multifunctional applications, where high loading capacity is required together with other functionalities: e.g., ultra-light structure for compact cooling, energy absorption and vibration control. 8) This material design requires a structural topological design for efficient heat capacity together with loading capacity in the most efficient manner. The intervening space is used for flowing fluids to remove heat and for energy absorption by spatially distributing plastic deformations. 9) These functionalities strongly depend on the matrix materials and cell geometry. Hence, new approach is indispensable to find a material solution to affordable lightweight components.
The optimal morphological design of cellular materials is one of the main issues in structural material design. The size, shape and topology of cell walls have a significant impact on the mechanical and thermal properties. 10, 11) In addition, precise understanding of material response is also necessary to describe the loading capacity. 12, 13) Gibson et al. 14) studied the mechanical behavior of honeycombs and stressed the effect of relative density and/or cell wall thickness on the stress-strain response. Papka et al. 15, 16) analyzed the in-plane compressive crushing of honeycombs. They studied the effect of cell size/wall thickness, material properties, and their deformation pattern sequences. Chen et al. 17) reported the effect of inclusions and holes on the stiffness and strength of metallic honeycombs by using finite element analysis. More profound understanding is required for the kinematic relation with mechanical response in loading to make topological optimization of two-dimensional cell-structured materials.
In the present study, elasto-plastic deformation behavior of the two-dimensional regular cell-structure is investigated theoretically and experimentally under quasi-static uniaxial compression. A hexagonal close-packed copper cell-structure is selected as a representative model since it has isotropic properties in all directions. This regularly cell-structured material provides an appropriate model for both fabrication and analysis. Finite element analysis is also used to describe the linear elastic and the post-yielding behavior of cellstructured materials. Both the deformation sequences as well as the nominal stress-strain relationships of cell-structured assemblies are obtained by experiments and analysis to understand the effect of various parameters on the compressive deformation behavior. The effects of number of cellrows, relative density, contact conditions and also collapsing mode on the compressive behavior as well as the deformation mechanism are studied under displacement controlled quasistatic loading.
Experimental and Theoretical Procedure
Mechanical response of the regularly cell-structured materials is described theoretically by using finite element analysis and experimentally by using the uniaxial compression tests.
Experimental procedure
Pure copper tubes (Nakajima Precision Tube IND. Co., Ltd.) were selected to fabricate the regular-hexagonally packed array of tubes. The geometric dimensions of copper tubes used in the experiment are given in Table 1 . The tubes were cut into specimens with the length of 5 mm for compressive test specimens. They were surface treated by ultrasonic cleaning in acetone for 300 s (5 min), dipped in 3% HCl for 60 s and 10% H 2 SO 4 solution at 333 K (60 C) for 30 s, respectively. The copper tubes with the specified number of rows and columns were assembled into a hexagonal close-packed arrangement in a carbon steel (S45C) box. They were jointed in a vacuum furnace at 1023 K (750 C). The box was held for 10.8 ks (3 h) to homogenize the microstructure of bonding area. Difference in thermal expansion coefficient between copper tubes and S45C box caused the compressive stress during heat treatment. Through this bonding, each tube was tightly connected with each other to form copper assemblies. Figure 1 depicts the regularly cell-structural array and contact area between two cell walls of copper cell-structured specimen.
Copper assemblies were subjected to compression at a quasi-static rate of 0.24 mm/min. Mechanical tests were carried out by the universal testing machine (Autograph, Shimadzu). The compression tests were also done by the Shimadzu Servopulser testing machine connected with a JEOL (JSM-5410LV) scanning electron microscope to observe the deformation behavior of cell-structured specimen.
Theoretical procedure
The finite element analysis was used as a theoretical model to describe the compressive deformation behavior of the cellstructured materials. The related computational conditions were summarized in Table 2 . The constituent tube of bonded cell-assembly was assumed to be perfect in geometry with the radius of R and the wall thickness of t. The thickness was varied to control the relative density. The contact condition in bonding was also varied to understand the stress transfer through the cell-structured materials. Each cell wall was subdivided into the finite elements. Typical mesh subdivision was illustrated in Fig. 2 . The special elements were used to trace the change of contact state of deforming cell-tubes. The target-element was utilized to predict the possibility of penetration of one cell-element to the others. While, the contact-element was necessary to characterize the stressstrain state between deforming elements in contact. The cellwall material was assumed to be elasto-plastic with the J 2 -flow theory. Its stress-strain relationship was represented by the bilinear isotropic hardening model. The elastic contribution was characterized by the Young's modulus while the elasto-plastic response was modeled by the plastic modulus. Considering that experimental specimen is uniaxially compressed by upper and lower rigid bars, two bars were modeled by the rigid surface. The lower rigid surface was fixed and the upper one was controlled to press the finite element model with the prescribed incremental displacement. The following simulation was conducted by the two-dimensional quasistatic analysis.
Results

Effect of the number of rows on the mechanical
response The effect of number of rows in the copper cell-structured assembly on the in-plane compressive response was studied by both experiments and finite element analysis. The in-plane nominal compressive stress ( c ) is defined by dividing the load (P) by the original cross-sectional area of the specimen (A 0 ): c ¼ P=A 0 . The nominal compressive strain (" c ) is calculated by dividing the displacement of upper punch () by the original height of specimen (h 0 ): " c ¼ =h 0 . As had been discussed in literatures, [14] [15] [16] 18) the nominal stress-strain curve of the cellular solids has typical, common features. It has three stages in the elasto-plastic deformation: linear elastic, plastically collapsing and densification stages. This intrinsic stress-strain response is often capped by the structural constraint and reinforcement. 12, 19) In the present case, the loading condition overwhelms the intrinsic stress-strain response when the number of rows is small. Figure 3 compares the nominal stress-strain relations between three-row and five-row aligned specimens. The elastic region is vaguely observed in the three-row assembly while the linear elastic region is present in the c -" c relation for the five-row assembly. Both cell structured specimens have a positive slope with d c /d" c > 0 in the collapsing region. In addition, the densification starts at the lower strain in the three-row specimen. These dissimilar features are caused by the different number of cells which are adjacent to the punches. The deformation of adjacent cells to the punches is constrained by the loading motion of punches, so that the top and bottom end rows have higher stiffness than other inner cells.
Finite element analysis was conducted to reconsider the effect of number of rows on the stress-strain curves. Figure 4 plots the nominal stress-strain relationships in the elastic and initial plastic regions for three, five and seven-row assemblies. As seen in the experiments, the linear elastic region was seen in five-row and seven-row specimens while the elastic zone was vaguely observed in three-row assembly. The ratio (r cell ) of the number of adjacent cells to punches to the total number of cells is employed to consider the effect of number of rows on the stress-strain relationship. For the one-row specimen, r cell ¼ 1:0, and with increasing the number of rows by three, five and seven, r cell decreases by 70%, 40% and 30% respectively. Agreement of stress-strain response between five and seven-row specimens assures that the regularly assembled specimen has intrinsic stress-strain relationship when r cell 40%. In the following studies, five-row assembly is employed as a common geometric configuration for standard cell-structured materials. Figure 5 shows the nominal stress-strain curves for two different specimens. No difference is seen at the early stage of elastic region. The stress-strain curve deviates from the elastic region around 8% in compressive strain. In the higher relative density specimen, the work hardening takes place in the collapsing stage, while the stress becomes nearly constant (d c /d" c %0) in the lower relative density specimen. A sequence of in-plane compressive deformation, taken by SEM-Servopulser, was shown in Figure 6 for these two specimens with different relative densities. Uniform symmetrical deformation was commonly observed in both cases. The relative density has little influence on the deformation mode.
Effect of the
In Fig. 7 , the compressive deformation of five-row specimen was compared between the experimental result and the finite element model at the same nominal strain with " c ¼ 0:15. The same initial configuration was assumed in the finite element analysis: R ¼ 500 mm, t ¼ 100 mm and Ã ¼ 0:29. The calculated symmetric deformation is quantitatively in good agreement with experimental observation. In the following, this theoretical prediction is used to understand the effect of geometry and bonding condition on the compressive deformation behavior.
For theoretical analysis, the cell walls were modeled as
In-plane compressive stress, MPa
Compressive strain ρ* = 0.29 Figure 8 compares the specific compressive stress-strain relation in the elastic and initial plastic region with the same contact radius of r c ¼ 15 mm between two materials. The initial work hardening coefficient as well as the collapsing loads, increase with the relative density. The higher relative density specimen has the higher specific stiffness in both elastic and initial plastic regions.
Deformation mode
In the finite element analysis of perfect cell-structured model under the quasi-static loading, the compressive deformation mode changes itself with loading. Figure 9 compares the deformation mode and global stress transfer between two finite element models under the same loading sequence. Table 3 listed the finite element modeling conditions. Initial geometric configuration is completely the same. The contact radius of bonded cell walls is only different between these two models. As illustrated in Fig. 9a ), the five-row assembly was symmetrically compressed with loading. Except for the top and bottom ends, the cells at the center of assembly deformed with keeping their hexagonal array. Figure 10a ) depicts the magnification of deformed geometry of this hexagonal array. The initial topological configuration is preserved during compressive loading, so that this type of cell-structured materials might be uniformly strained with increasing the compressive deformation. A cellelement, which is located at the center of array, is employed as a representative local unit. Then, its true strain or logarithmic strain " Ã is plotted versus the compressive nominal strain " c . The fact that " Ã $ " c during compressive loading, assures that each cell-element deforms with nearly the same strain as the nominal strain. This homogenous straining sustains the symmetric deformation mode in global. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 9b Specific compressive stress, MPa asymmetrically compressed. In the successive two rows of assembly, one row shear-deforms in the right-hand side and the other, in the left-hand side. In fact, as shown in Fig. 11a) , the second and the forth rows from the top of assembly are compressed in the normal direction of line-m. While, the third one compressed in the normal to line-l. In this case, the logarithmic strain " Ã of representative cell is not equal to the nominal strain " c ; "
Ã increases abruptly when " c > 0:15 as shown in Fig. 11b ). Since this cell element locally collapses along the line-l, it has little loading capacity for " c > 0:15. This local collapsing behavior is accompanied with the significantly large spin rotation. Figure 12 compares the local stress transfer across the contact areas between two cell walls in the two deformation modes. In the symmetrical deformation, the stress transfers in the symmetric parallelogram through the compressive loading. In the asymmetric deformation, the stress state localizes among the neighboring cells, forming the polygonal network for local stress transfer.
Effect of contact radius on the compression mode
The bonding condition between cell walls is one of the most important parameters affecting on the mechanical behavior of cell-structured materials. In order to profoundly study this effect, perfect cell walls bonding with different contact radii (r c ) were modeled and simulated. The model configurations are listed in Table 4 . Figure 13 plots the calculated nominal stress-strain relationships of cell-structured models with different contact radii. The stress-strain curves in elastic region seem to be indifferent to each model. when r c ¼ 20 mm, the compressive stress becomes nearly constant during compressive loading. This difference in the plastically collapsing region is caused by the deformation mode change. Table 5 summarizes the difference in the calculated deformation mode for various ratios of contact radius to the wall thickness. With increasing the ratio of r c =t, the symmetric deformation mode changes itself to the asymmetric shear-deformation mode. In order to understand the effect of r c =t on the stress-strain relation, the calculated nominal stress at " c ¼ 0:1 is employed as an indicator of loading capacity. Figure 14 describes the effect of r c =t on the loading capacity of the cell-structured materials. When they deform symmetrically, the compressive loading capacity increases with increasing the contact area ratio. When r c =t approaches to the critical value of (r c =t) Ã , the loading capacity becomes maximum where the mode change from symmetric to asymmetric deformation takes place. Once the asymmetric shear-deformation becomes dominant, the loading capacity decreases monotonically with r c =t.
Discussion
The deformation mode in the collapsing region changes in the dependent manner on the ratio of contact radius to the cell wall thickness, or, r c =t. In particular, the elasto-plastic analysis reveals that the collapsing deformation mode changes itself from the symmetric deformation mode to the asymmetric shear deformation mode in the function of r c =t. When r c =t < ðr c =tÞ Ã in Fig. 14 , the loading capacity increases with increasing r c =t or r c since much stress transfers across the cell contact area. The compressive stress transfers row by row through this contact area, so that uniform compression advances in the symmetric mode. When r c =t$(r c =t)
Ã , the In-plane compressive stress, MPa Fig. 13 In-plane stress-strain relationships in elastic and initial plastic region of copper cell-structured models (R ¼ 500 mm and t ¼ 59 mm). shear deformation mode is mixed into the local stress state together with the symmetric one. When r c =t > ðr c =tÞ Ã , only the shear collapsing deformation is favored for compressive deformation, so that the loading capacity decreases with increasing r c =t.
In the open cell-structured solid under compression, its constituent columns support the applied stresses and a column of open cells is representative of local stress transfer. As had been discussed in Ref. 14) , both the bending and collapsing deformation of the column determine the loading capacity. In the present case, the compressive stress transfers through the cell wall and across the contact area. Hence, instead of a column in the conventional cell-structured materials, the local unit plays a significant role on the local stress transfer. From the calculated stress state in the compressed materials, the local unit is deduced. In the case of symmetrically collapsing deformation, the initial regular parallelogram network of ABCD is compressed to A'B'C'D' in Fig. 15a) . No distortion takes place, preserving the symmetric stress transfer. In this symmetric configuration, higher r c =t leads to increase of local loading capacity for this network. On the other hand, the original parallelogram network changes itself to more complicated polygonal network in the case of asymmetric, shear-type deformation mode, as shown in Fig. 15b ). This local geometric change in regularity reflects on the global deformation mode change and the reduction of loading capacity of cell-structured materials.
Conclusions
The regularly copper cell-structured materials are fabricated by the mechanical joining method. Five-row assembly for geometric configuration is employed to investigate the intrinsic compressive stress-strain response of regularly cellstructured materials. This intrinsic stress-strain response is characterized by the equivalent elastic stiffness and the collapsing deformation behavior. In particular, the collapsing deformation has two modes: symmetric deformation and shear deformation modes. Due to the elasto-plastic analysis of perfect cell-structured material model, both the relative density and the contact condition have significant influence on this selection of deformation modes. Higher loading capacity is attained in the symmetric deformation mode since the compressive stresses are uniformly transferred through the cell walls. Mechanical design of cellular materials has to consider this deformation mode change in order to improve the loading capacity in compression. In-Plane Compression Response of Regularly Cell-Structured Materials
